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Just in time for
Halloween,

What is your favorite Halloween movie?

'Gone Girl'
hits theatres
Check out 5
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Let's talk
about boobs
4th annual Susan G. Komen Walk
gathers the community to raise funds
and awareness for breast cancer
Photo by Hannah Backer
LEFT: Survivors of breast cancer gathered before the Susan G.
Komen walk around UNK's campus this past Saturday. This is the
fourth year Kearney has hosted the annual race.

See more photos from the race online at
www.unkantelope.com.

Upcoming in

the antelope

Feminism:
The stars are talking,
and so are we, in the
next Antelope.

What about you?
Recently, 17-year-old Malala
Yousafzai was awarded the
2014 Nobel Peace Prize for her
courage.
Info graphic by Name

Colors, words speak out about domestic violence
Clothesline Project will be
carried out in residence
halls, union this week

"I think it definitely
supports the survivors
that have been through it."

BY AUSTIN KOELLER
News/Feature Editor

Students will have the opportunity this
week to express their creativity, while also
raising awareness of one of the world's
most serious issues.
Emily Fierstein, a graduate assistant
in the UNK Women’s Center, said that the
Clothesline Project is a national event on
college campuses across the United States.
UNK is holding the event in October as part
of domestic violence awareness month.
The Clothesline Project, put on by the
Women’s Center, raises awareness for domestic abuse and encourages students to
T-SHIRTS, PAGE 6

—Emily Fierstein

Photos by Austin Koeller
ABOVE: A shirt made as part of
last year's Clothesline Project is
displayed on a table in the UNK
Women's Center. Students can
design a shirt of their own to
raise their voices about domestic
violence and domestic abuse.

LEFT: A
styrofoam
T-shirt is set
up in the
Nebraskan
Student
Union this
week for
students to
sign, pledging to end
domestic
abuse and
domestic
violence.

op/ed

Coffee crazed and sleep deprived,
four years of college has taught me
to be a realist, not an idealist
nizations, student government and many
others. And then there’re the crazy people
who do all of the above. In addition to
As I sat hunched campus involvement, most students work
over my computer on part-time or full-time jobs to help pay for
what was to become yet their educations.
On top of all our obligations, college
another very, very late
night (or rather, early students are expected to have friends and be
morning) a handful of social. News flash, that takes a lot of time
thoughts crossed my mind. The first of we don’t necessarily have. While working
which, triggered no doubt by my state of on yet another assignment, it hit me that
total and complete sleep deprivation, was I hadn’t seen my neighbor in over a week
and a half. We literally live five feet apart,
why on earth is college so hard?
From the outside looking in, college and I had not so much as seen the back of
must look like paradise. You only go to her head in 10 days because we were both
so incredibly busy.
class for two or three
Personally, I
hours a day, you hardly “People who are
don’t think I would
ever have to leave camnot actually college
mind being so busy
pus, a never ending buffet
if it was stuff I was
of food is laid out before students usually fail
more passionate
you three times a day, and to acknowledge the
about. However,
every weekend, and even
most college stusome weeknights, it’s struggles students deal
dents will unhesiparty time. Sounds great, with on a daily basis.”
tatingly say they
right?
do half their acWrong. People who
are not actually college students usually tivities to “look good” on resumes, or they
fail to acknowledge the struggles students need the experience or the networking if
deal with on a daily basis. Other than the they hope to get the type of job they want.
The second question I asked myself on
never-ending mountain of homework (and
I do mean never-ending), college students this particular night was when did we start
are also extremely involved in different or- having to order our lives around what the
business world said was right? Back in the
ganizations.
If you’re not involved in Greek life, day, as long as you had a college degree in
chances are you take part in your depart- any area, you could get a pretty decent job.
Businesses ready to hire want to know
ment’s club or honor society, residence life
organizations, community service orga- how high your GPA was, how many orgaBY JESSICA ALBIN
Asst. Editor/Copy Editor

nizations
you
were
in, how many
leadership positions
you’ve held, how many languages you speak, whether or not you’ve
studied abroad, how many internships
you’ve had, what your previous job experience is like, how much undergraduate
research you did, how many conferences
you’ve presented at, how good your speaking and writing skills are and whether or
not you’re in a serious relationship. And
that’s just for the entry-level positions. If
you want to start higher up in a company
or have a better chance for advancement,
then hello grad school.
It’s no wonder college students are so
exhausted all the time; they spend all their
energy jumping through all the hoops the
corporate society has placed before them.
So what am I trying to accomplish
with this little rant of mine? It would be
great if somehow, professors, deans, chancellors and business owners across the
country would realize the amount of stress
college students are under and ease up a
bit. But four years of college has taught me
to be a realist, not an idealist.
Instead, I would settle for just a little
bit of compassion from the people who

essentially control our
future. As we struggle to
meet expectations, our professors
and mentors say college is supposed to be
preparing us for the real world, but let’s be
serious: the real world can’t possibly be
anywhere near as exhausting as college.
Yes, there are more responsibilities to take
on, new things to challenge us and some
growing pains that go along with adjusting
to a new lifestyle, but at least people in the
real world average more than four hours of
sleep a night.
Once upon a time, I was scared of the
real world and wanted to stay in college
forever. Now, though, the real world can’t
get here soon enough.
Albin, originally from Lincoln, has
been working her way toward a May 2015
graduation as an English major and Professional Communication minor and has
been a member of The Antelope staff since
2013. When she’s not doing homework or
writing columns for the paper she enjoys,
just kidding, she’s always doing homework
or writing columns for the paper.

Please join us for an MBA Open House!
Tuesday | November 11 | 5:30 - 7:30 p.m.
UNK Alumni House 2222 9th Ave.

Are you a graduating senior?

BLENDED MBA

Introducing UNK’s newly restructured MBA Program

Questions? Contact Director Dr. Srivatsa Seshadri at 308.865.8190 or seshadris@unk.edu.
The benchmark of quality for business education worldwide
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photo news

'The Bachelor' takes Kearney by storm
Reality star meets and greets at Tri-City Storm hockey

I USED

HASHTAGS

BEFORE THEY

WERE COOL
#4TURKEYTOM
Courtesy
Members of Alpha Omicron Pi Sorority took an opportunity to pose with
the Bachelor from season 17, Sean Lowe, and his now wife, Catherine Giudici, at the Tri-City Storm hockey game Saturday night.
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Pinning toward a brighter future
How effective 'pinning' can help
prepare you for your future career
BY MARIE BAUER
Editor in Chief

We all have our
guilty pleasure that can
be considered a major
time-suck. Some turn
to Twitter, some turn
to Facebook. I turn
to Pinterest and find myself spending
more time than I like to admit dreaming,
pinning, exploring and mostly wasting
time.
I have the Pinterest app on my Nook,
a device I ironically bought to encourage
myself to read more. However, every
night before bed, I don’t open to the
novel I have been reading. No, I open
Pinterest and get sucked into staring at
clothes I will never own, cute pictures of
kittens and craft projects I pin but may
never actually try.
Pinterest can lead one down many
paths. You can see memes of popular
celebrities and quotes. Those with a
green thumb can look for gardening
tips. If you are in need of a good laugh,
perhaps the humor boards will tickle
your fancy. There is a little something
for everyone. With all these boards to
explore, it is easy to spend too much time
exploring and randomly pinning things
that will seem pointless later.
Lately, however, I have found
Pinterest can be useful in a more
academic way. If you go searching
for the right type of pins and boards,
Pinterest can be a source of inspiration
and valuable information. Since I signed
up for Pinterest my sophomore year of
college, I found that there is an art to
pinning. When entering Pinterest, you
must remain focused, limit the time you
will devote to this session and, most of
all, pin effectively.
Resumes are an essential item you
will need when you leave college and go
job seeking. Pinterest can provide you
with the do’s and dont's of resume writing
as well as items a future employer might
be looking for in a resume.
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A well-crafted, well-written resume
is essential.
But a resume that is
excellently designed will help you stand
out at first impression and avoid being
shifted to the bottom of the pile. There
are a plethora of examples of resumes
out there. But heed my warning: do not
copy, or a fellow Pinterest addict might
know exactly where you got the idea. It
is important to simply draw inspiration
and to implement elements of designs
you like into your resume.
Man or woman, someday you are
going to have to dress up and look nice.
That day may be for a job interview,
and you may not have the slightest clue
what is appropriate to wear. I speak from
experience. As a senior, the occasions
that require business attire are becoming
more frequent, and sometimes, I don’t
know what to wear. But not to fear,
Pinterest is here with trendy fashions that
show examples of outfits appropriate for
many occasions. I have recently created
a new board labeled “Work Attire” so
when I am browsing the clearance racks,
I know just what I can wear that sweater
with.
If you are a user of any of the Adobe
Suite products, such as Photoshop, you
could have a field day on Pinterest. The
sheer amount of tutorials is astounding.
These tutorials can show you how to
sharpen images or how to use a filter to
create a certain effect.
That is not all Pinterest has to offer.
Whatever your future career might
be, there is a board out there for you.
Many of my education major friends are
constantly pinning tips for the classroom
and sample assignments, things that
might come in handy for the future.
Pinterest can be a waste of time
when you are just aimlessly browsing
boards. But if you search for the right
thing, Pinterest can guide you with
useful sources of information that just
might land you the job.

the antelope
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entertainment

Fincher’s 'Gone Girl' lives up to
expectations (and then some)

CATCH THE MOVIE
Kearney Cinema 8
300 S. 3rd Ave.
(308) 234-3456

'Gone Girl' one of the best movies of 2014
BY JORDAN COSLOR
Entertainment

Thriller
movies
are something director
David
Fincher
is
familiar with. One
might even say he’s a
master of the genre.
Adding to his already impressive list
of films like “Fight Club,” “Se7en,”
“Zodiac” and “The Girl with the Dragon
Tattoo,” Fincher brings us his newest
release, “Gone Girl.”
“Gone Girl” is one part psychological
thriller, one part horror movie and another
part love story. Not straying far from his
previous works, Fincher does a great
job of giving “Gone Girl” his trademark
dark/creepy/sexy feeling that he seems to
do so well. And with a little timely dark
humor peppered in, “Gone Girl” makes
for one of his best efforts to date.
The film opens with Nick Dunne
(Ben Affleck) glancing at his wife,
Amy (Rosemund Pike) and delivering
a chilling (and very telling) line: “The
primal question of marriage: What are
you thinking? How are you feeling? What
have we done to each other? I imagine
cracking open her head, unspooling her
brain, trying to get answers.” If that isn’t
an attention grabber, then I’m not quite
sure what is.
It’s difficult to give a synopsis
without spoiling the movie, and I don’t
want to do that. So, I’ll stick with some
basic elements of the movie and some
background knowledge.
Nick and Amy are two young,
charming and well-read magazine
writers who meet at a party in New York
City. They mingle, connect immediately
and build a relationship that, two years
later, turns into a marriage. They start
off strong until a recession hits and
they lose their writing jobs. And just as
things start to crumble financially, they
discover that Nick’s mother is diagnosed
with cancer, forcing them to move back
to his hometown in Missouri.
We then learn that Nick and Amy’s
marriage is falling apart and that Nick

is intending to file for divorce. And
that’s when disaster strikes. Nick
comes home to find a table broken and
overturned, bits of blood splatter and
a missing wife. With Amy being the
beautiful blond woman that she is, as
well as “Amazing Amy,” the star of
the (fictional) best-selling book series
her parents wrote, her disappearance
immediately makes national headlines
and turns into a nation-wide search. As
the search continues, day-by-day, Nick
makes a series of questionable decisions
(smiling in pictures, infidelity, etc.) that
make both the public and the moviegoer
ask themselves one question: “Did Nick
murder his own wife?”
But as the plot thickens and several
twists and turns are hurled at you from
every angle, you finally start to piece it
all together and see that Fincher made
“Gone Girl” in the same character-driven
style that he does with all of his movies.
Pike fills her role flawlessly and Affleck
gives one of the best performances of his
career.
And alongside Affleck and Pike,
“Gone Girl” boasts fantastic performances
from Carrie Coon as Nick’s sister and
Tyler Perry as Nick’s lawyer. Yes, “that”
Tyler Perry. You might not believe me,
but he was actually one of the best parts
of the entire film. There’s really only one
casting disappointment in the movie, and
it’s a minor, but heartbreaking one. With
his decorated background as a comedic
actor, it’s a little hard to buy Neil Patrick
Harris as the multi-millionaire Desi
Collings. But he is by no means bad in
this movie. He just doesn’t seem to gel
with Fincher’s vision as well as the rest
of the cast.
It’s safe to say that “Gone Girl”
puts the “psycho” in “psychological
thriller.” This film is a gruesome tale of
marriage, mental illness and trust. It’s a
take on modern marriage. It’s meditation
on our obsessive, star-driven media and
paparazzi. It makes you think. It makes
you uncomfortable. It scares you. It’s
everything that Fincher seems to thrive
on. And if nothing else, it’s definitely one
of the best movies of 2014.

Rated R
Showtimes:
4:15 p.m. | 7:15 p.m.
4 OUT OF 5 STARS

Read how

Johnny Rock fell off the rocker

the antelope

in Andrew's blog post this week

@

unkantelope.com
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news
Take me out

TO THE BALL GAME

Japanese students form an intramural softball team

ABOVE: Bunta Hasegawa, sophomore sports management major from Kanagawa, Japan, goes to bat. A former Loper baseball
player, Hasegawa led the team with enthusiam .

Shohei Doi, a
freshman aviation system
management major from
Osaka, Japan, waits on the
second base in preperation
to reach third.

RIGHT: Both teams lined up and shook hands after the game
was over. The Japanese team won the game with a final score
of 23-3.
Photos by Akiho Someya

T-shirts from page 1
create and design T-shirts.
The event will be held in the residence
halls at various times throughout the week.
The UNK Women’s Center will be in:
• CTE Main Lounge on Oct. 13 at 8 p.m.
• CTW Main Lounge on Oct. 15 at 7 p.m.
• Randall Hall Garden Lounge on Oct. 16
at 8 p.m.
• Antelope/Nester Halls at The View on
Oct. 22 at 8 p.m.
Fierstein, a graduate assistant in the
UNK Women’s Center, said that the Tshirts represent all kinds of domestic abuse

and domestic violence. “It varies from all
different colors,” she said. “Depending on
each color and what it stands for, students,
faculty and staff will be able to decorate the
shirt.”
The different colors of the T-shirts
have different meanings, Fierstein said.
• Red, pink, and orange represent survivors of rape and sexual assault and their
supporters
• Blue and green represent survivors of
incest and sexual abuse and their supporters
• Purple represents survivors of attacks

due to political reasons and their supporters
• Black represents survivors of abuse
due to political reasons and their supporters
• White is in memory of individuals
who died because of domestic violence
To raise awareness for the event, Fierstein said that the Women's Center will
have a booth in the Nebraskan Student
Union each day this week from 11p.m. to
1p.m. in the atrium.
"We'll have a big Styrofoam T-shirt
that students can sign, saying that they
pledge to end domestic abuse and domestic

violence," Fierstein said.
At the conclusion of the project, Fierstein said that they will collect all of the
T-shirts and hang them in a clothesline in
the Nebraskan Student Union. She said that
seeing this clothesline in the Union makes
a strong statement.
"I think it definitely supports the survivors that have been through it," Fierstein
said. "I think it empowers them to get the
support and help that they need."

The Thompson Scholars Learning Community program wishes to recognize the following Thompson Scholar students for outstanding
academic achievement at UNK during the Spring 2014 and/or Summer 2014 terms. These Thompson Scholar students earned at least a 3.5
GPA while completing full-time enrollment hours during the noted term. Students who earned a 4.0 term GPA are denoted with an * .
SPRING 2014
Brianna Aden
Juanita Alonso*
Tamara Amesbury
Katrina Anderson
Morgan Arduser
Garrett Ashburn
Jordan Baker
Jaci Ballou
Brandt Banzhaf
Anastasia Barmina*
Hannah Blum
Joshua Boardman
Megan Buss
Megan Byrnes
LaurieAnn Callahan
Daniel Carlson
Kayla Carriker
Zachary Chrastil
Karen Claros
Jared Cline*
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Jessica Cook*
Danielle Cook*
Mathews Costello
KaeLynn Davis
Callie Eddie
Alisa Elliott
Emily Fetters
Keysha Foulk
Anna Fox
Brittany Frederick
Jessica Frenzen
Erik Frias
Elise Gerten*
John Gibbs
Cierra Graf
Caitlyn Graf*
Rose Hafer
Elizabeth Hagedorn
Sarah Hall
Ashley Hansel

Taylor Hansen
Sarah Hansen
Hannah Hoefler
Jason Houdek
Megan Humlicek
Anthony Hunke*
Allyson Huntley
Michelle Irvine
Zachary Jeffery
Abinadi Jimenez Garcia
Jamie Kirwan*
Ryan Kleier
Nolan Kratzer
Kari Kreifels
Jon Kuklis
Erin Lambert*
Grady Lamphiear
Matthew Lenagh
Tier Leth
Kayla Lindell

Natali Lopez Perez
Sarah Maginnis
Cinthia Malvais Rosas
Emily Martinez
Jaime McCann*
Amanda McClure*
Rebecca Meyer
Jordan Miller
Logan Miller
Gabriela Myers
Christopher Navrkal
Mark Nichols
Tracey Oberhauser
Laura O’Brien
Briana Orellana*
Lorena Ortega
Jackson Osborn
Ashley Padgett
Francisco Padilla
Ethen Pankonin

the antelope

Adam Ripp
Alisha Rising
Taylor Ritz
Vanesa Salcido*
Cassandra Schachenmeyer
Andrew Schissel
Kaliegh Schlender*
Hailey Schroer
Melissa Schumacher
Dana Slaymaker*
Brittany Snider*
Markie Sup*
Elaine Tolstedt
Brookelyn Trampe
Brandi Walters*
Sydney Weber
Brook Wiemers
Esperanza Wolsleben
Sara Wright
Megan Yost

SUMMER 2014
Kacey Beason
Valerie Beraun
Bridget Best
Callie Eddie
Natali Lopez Perez
Emily Martinez*
Kaliegh Schlender
Hailey Schroer*

Layout by Jessica Albin

sports

Join the conversation

Loper of the week

with Antelope Podcasts

STORY AND PHOTO
BY NIKI THOMPSON
Sports Editor

JOEY RICHARDS
Freshman from Prairie, Minn.

THIS WEEK:
Ben Grossnicklaus joins Nick Stevenson of The Antelope to talk
about the Golf team. Grossnicklaus,
a sophomore pre-nursing major
from Aurora, has been competing in
the fall season. Grossnicklaus said
he is excited for what the future
holds and can't wait for the upcoming winter season.
Listen @ http://www.unkantelope.com.

Courtesy
Ben Grossnicklaus, a pre-nursing major
from Aurora, eyes his putt during a
practice round. "The future looks bright
for the team,” Grossnicklaus says. “After
playing during the fall, our coach will
know what each of us needs to work
on for spring play. That's something we
all will benefit from."

Halloween
Party
by ISA & OMA

The Office of Undergraduate Research and Creative Activity
invites you to the

B r i ng

Sn

READY TO RUN?

ac k
s

!

“I’m most looking
forward to
nationals coming
up in October and
duel matches in the
spring.”

A true freshman playing at No. 1 singles and
No. 1 doubles, Richards went a combined 8-0 last
weekend as the Lopers won four duals in Colorado. In singles, Richard won two matches over
nationally ranked singles, teaming with sophomore Lucas Graces to go unbeaten in doubles.
Paired again with sophomore Lucas Garces,
the doubles partners won the USTA/ITA Central
Regional doubles title in Springfield, Mo. after
coming from behind to beat the second seeded
team in the finals.The duo is now headed to
South Carolina for nationals.
“I’m most looking forward to nationals coming up in October and duel matches in the spring.
My partner and I made it individually for doubles;
looking forward to trying to win it all,” Richards
said.
The duo finished as runners up at the 2014
USTA/ITA National Small College Championships
Friday in Sumter, S.C.
After upsetting the top-seed on Thursday,
Garces and Richards were at it again when they
took on the fourth-seed from Concordia College
in New York, Benas Majauskas and Lorenzo
Montegiorgi.
Dropping the first set 6-1, the Lopers won
7-6 (1) and then took the tiebreaker, 1-0 (6).
UNK's magic couldn’t continue in the finals
as the second-seeded pair of Daniel Riggs and
Paolo Volpicelli from Lynn University in Florida
won. Riggs is the grandson of the late tennis
legend Bobby Riggs.
This is the second time a Loper men's
doubles team has finished in second place. Josh
Raymond and Yeswanth Nadella were the 2011
runners up. The dual season begins in early 2015.

2014 Fall Student
Research Symposium

On Thursday, October 30 from 2:30 - 5:00 p.m.
Students who participated in the Summer
Student Research Program will be presenting
their research findings via posters and oral
presentations. Presentation schedules will be
available at http://www.unk.edu/ugr.

Everyone is Welcomed!

Join for refreshments
and
Don’t forget your costume!

OCT 25(Sat)

7 p.m.- 10:30p.m.
River Brich Room at Harmon Park
Layout by Jim Ma
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Loper
golfer
spills
with stephanie Moorberg

Courtesy
TOP: Loper Baseball splits against
Colby Community College Trojans
on Sunday, Oct. 12. It was their first
home game of the fall.
Photos by Jennessa Conlan
ABOVE: UNK Lopers celebrate a
point during their game against
Northwest Missouri. The Lady Lopers took the game in three sets 1425, 12-25, 19-25.
RIGHT: Loper volleyball player Kelle
Carver, a junior outside hitter from
Shawnee Mission, Kan., sends a kill
over to Northwest Missouri State
during Friday's game. Carver had
seven kills during the Lopers' victory
on Oct. 10.
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